The physiological activity of proteins is often studied with loss-of-function genetic approaches, but the corresponding phenotypes develop slowly and can be confounding. Photopharmacology allows direct, fast and reversible control of endogenous protein activity, with spatiotemporal resolution set by the illumination method. Here, we combine a photoswitchable allosteric modulator (alloswitch) and two-photon excitation (2PE) using pulsed near-infrared lasers to reversibly silence mGlu 5 receptor activity in intact brain tissue. Endogenous receptors can be photoactivated in neurons and astrocytes with pharmacological selectivity and with an axial resolution between 5 and 10 µm. Thus, two-photon pharmacology (2PP) using alloswitch allows investigating mGlu 5 -dependent processes in wild type animals, including synaptic formation and plasticity, and signaling pathways from intracellular organelles.
Introduction
Understanding the physiological function of a gene requires pinpointing the exact time course, spatial distribution, and functioning of the encoded protein, from cells to living organisms. This challenge is tackled with techniques based largely on gene targeting and pharmacology. Genetic methods transiently or permanently remove the target protein (knock-out, 1 ; knock-down, 2 ), thus allowing to spot the effects of protein loss in a genetically-modified organism, but the actual control over the target is intrinsically limited to a timescale of hours to days (i.e. the time course of protein expression), and to the cellular specificity of the available molecular markers. Pharmacological blocking of receptor protein function does not reproduce accurately the complex physiology of receptors because spatially-restricted or dynamic control over their targets cannot be exerted 3 . However, recently reported light-regulated drugs (photopharmacology or optopharmacology) can mimic complex receptor kinetics 4 and dynamics of cell-to-cell communication in intact brain tissue using patterns of illumination 5 . Light drives reversible photoisomerization of such drugs from their active to inactive form and back, and allows turning protein function on and off at illuminated locations and timescales that match the kinetics of the receptor, such that the spatiotemporal resolution for protein switching is only limited by the illumination method.
Photopharmacology can be used in wild type organisms to acutely block the target protein widely, and then "restore" it at any combination of locations and times defined by the illumination pattern. Thus, it allows scrutinizing the role of a protein from the consequences of its presence, instead of its absence, making this technique emerge as an alternative to classical pharmacology (which is limited by the timing required for drug application, diffusion and removal 7 ) as well as to genetic targeting (by avoiding physiological compensations and off-target effects often observed with these approaches 6 ). The reported spatiotemporal precision of photopharmacology in manipulating neural circuits is comparable to that of optogenetics 8, 9 , without the possible drawbacks of distorting cell physiology by overexpression and immunogenicity of microbial proteins 10, 11 .
One major limitation of all current photopharmacological approaches is their application in three-dimensional tissues.
Our and other groups have developed over the past years a set of freely-diffusible photopharmacological compounds that orthosterically or allosterically target different neurotransmitter receptors (ionotropic [ [12] [13] [14] [15] and metabotropic glutamate receptors [ 16, 17 ] , µ-opioid receptors [ 18, 19 ] , GABA A receptors [ 20 ] , nicotinic ACh receptors [ 21 ] , adenosine receptors [ 22 ] ) and could be used to tackle important research questions in the field, but in practice none of the related published works clearly demonstrates the potential of this technique for activating neurotransmitter receptors with axial specificity.
The majority of these studies show that these molecules can be selectively turned on and off using illumination by single-photon excitation (1PE), which causes photon absorption throughout the optical axis, and thus photopharmacological drugs are photoisomerized in a large number of neurons at a time. The photostimulated volume can be reduced using pulsed illumination with femtosecond near-infrared (NIR) lasers 23 , which enable two-photon excitation (2PE) of photosensitive molecules to be constrained to physiologically relevant dimensions, such as dendritic spines or individual cells in a circuit 24 . Despite advances in 2PE of opsins 25 , the axial selectivity that can be achieved using photopharmacology and 2PE is still unknown 15, 26, 27 .
In order to photocontrol the activity of a specific type of receptor with three-dimensional resolution in a physiological context (e.g. in the brain), it is necessary to take a photoswitchable ligand having the highest pharmacological selectivity. Currently, the best available option is alloswitch and its analog compounds, which are freely-diffusible allosteric modulators of metabotropic glutamate 5 (mGlu 5 ) receptors 16, 28 . These receptors are important modulators of neurotransmission and synaptic plasticity 29 , and are involved in several neurological conditions 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35 . Alloswitch and its analogs are subtype-selective, allosteric ligands with nanomolar activity that can turn on and off endogenous mGlu 5 receptors in vivo. They exist in a thermodynamically-stable, inhibitory trans isomer that prevents receptor activation, and contain a light-sensitive moiety based on azobenzene (phenylazopyridine) that can be photoisomerized to its non-inhibitory cis configuration using 1PE at visible wavelengths.
Here, we demonstrate that alloswitch can be efficiently photoisomerized using 2PE, we determine the axial resolution of this method, and we establish its feasibility in cultured cells and acute brain slices. This way, the pharmacological blockade of mGlu 5 is released exclusively using light, which offers an opportunity to silence mGlu 5 receptors widely, and then photoactivate them at selected locations and times. The rapid and reversible silencing of neurotransmitter receptors in acute brain slices by 2PE of an allosteric photoswitch offers new opportunities to study neuromodulation in intact neuronal circuits and 3D tissues with unprecedented pharmacological selectivity, tissue depth and spatial resolution, and will be invaluable to understand how these receptors function in the unmodified brain.
Results mGlu 5 receptors are photocontrolled by pulsed light in "all-2PE" experiments.
To monitor and manipulate the activity of mGlu 5 receptors with 2PE of the freely-diffusible drug alloswitch (Figure 1A) ,
we used an inverted laser-scanning microscope equipped with a pulsed NIR laser (see Methods 2 for details). For the initial characterization, we overexpressed the mGlu 5 receptor fused to the fluorescent reporter eYFP in HEK cells ( Figure 1B) . The activity of mGlu 5 can be monitored with fluorescence imaging of intracellular Ca 2+ using chemical dyes and genetically encoded sensors, both at 1PE and 2PE. The expected wavelength for alloswitch isomerization at 2PE is around 780 nm (twice the optimal wavelength for 1PE, 390 nm; 16 . Since switching the power of our NIR laser was faster than switching its wavelength during 2PE imaging and activation, we decided to monitor Ca 2+ at 780 nm and low excitation intensity using the fluorescent Ca 2+ indicator Fura-2, which has a good absorption under pulsed NIR light 36 and no spectral overlap with the eYFP reporter (see Figure S1 and Methods 3.3.3 regarding single-wavelength imaging with Fura-2). To photocontrol mGlu 5 activity, we bath-applied alloswitch along with an mGlu 5 agonist (quisqualate) to generate a 'ready-steady-go' state in the cells (Figure 1A) , whereby, in the absence of illumination, the allosteric antagonist trans-alloswitch would put a brake to the intracellular Ca 2+ events initiated by the mGlu 5 agonist, whereas its photoisomerization to the cis (non-inhibiting) isomer would prompt the onset of Ca 2+ activity. After mGlu 5 inhibition was confirmed by silencing of responses to agonist (Figure S1B) , we used a minimal laser power (3 mW, 780 nm) to visualize Ca 2+ by 2PE-imaging of Fura-2, and an increased power (12 mW) to produce 2PE-isomerization of alloswitch to the non-inhibiting cis-isomer, leading to cell activation (see strategy for achieving interleaved 2PE-imaging and 2PEstimulation, namely "all-2P experiments", in Figure S1C and Methods 3.3; see Figure S1D -E about increased fluorescence of sample during photostimulation). Laser power was kept to minimal values for 2PE-imaging to minimize unwanted 2PE of alloswitch molecules due to imaging of Fura-2.
We observed that 2PE raster scans at 780 nm, 12 mW and 10 µs dwell time (see Methods 2 and 3.3) were sufficient to elicit mGlu 5 -dependent intracellular Ca 2+ oscillations, indicating efficient alloswitch photoisomerization and release of the 'brake' exerted by alloswitch on the receptors (Figure 1C) . Note that all cells displaying Ca 2+ oscillations under 2PE were eYFP + , which indicates that responses were mediated by mGlu 5 and rules out artifacts due to photostimulation alone.
To determine the optimal wavelength for 2PE of alloswitch, we repeated "all-2PE" experiments at different spectral positions in the NIR range between 760 and 820 nm. Fura-2 allows 2PE fluorescence imaging of mGlu 5 -dependent Ca 2+ oscillations at all wavelengths in that range (Figure S1A), and can be combined with 2PE-isomerization of alloswitch at the same wavelengths (Figures 2, S1C and S2). We found that 2PE at 780 nm produced the optimal photoisomerization of alloswitch. Although the maximum oscillatory frequency was lower at 780 nm than at 760 nm (Figure 2A) , oscillations at 780 nm lasted longer (Figure 2B) , were induced faster ( Figure 2C ) and achieved more oscillatory events (Figure 2D) , despite a slightly lower laser power than that measured at 800 nm ( Figure S2E) .
Several alloswitch analogs have been recently reported that display a variety of pharmacological and photophysical properties 28 , and we selected a few in order to test their ability to photocontrol mGlu 5 receptors at 2PE. We repeated the previous experiments using analogs bearing substitutions at the distal phenyl ring, and found that all of them were responsive at similar wavelengths ( Figure S3 ).
Efficacy of 2PE and 1PE to rescue silenced mGlu 5 receptors using alloswitch in HEK cells.
2PE of molecules using pulsed lasers requires the coincident absorption of two photons and therefore occurs with lower probability than 1PE and mainly at the focal volume 23 . In the case of photoswitches, this translates into generally lower isomerization efficacy at 2PE than at 1PE even if photoisomerization quantum yields are unchanged 27 . We set out to compare the efficacy of 2PE versus 1PE of alloswitch ( Figure 3A) by measuring responses repetitively and reproducibly in the same cell to avoid variability due to heterogeneity of receptor density and localization. For this purpose, we used the genetically encoded Ca 2+ sensor GCaMP6s 37 , whose excitation wavelength does not cross-excite alloswitch and allows longer experiments than Fura-2 without risk of photostimulation due to imaging. GCaMP6s was co-expressed in HEK cells with mGlu 5 receptors lacking the eYFP tag, to avoid fluorescence crosstalk ( Figure 3B and corresponding Movie S1).
We activated mGlu 5 receptors by adding to the bath the agonist quisqualate (3 µM) and recorded the time course of Ca 2+ responses (Figure 3C left) . In cells displaying oscillatory behavior, the frequency of Ca 2+ oscillation is proportional to the number of available mGlu 5 receptors 38 . We then silenced mGlu 5 responses by addition of 1 µM alloswitch in the bath (Figure 3C middle) , and sequentially photostimulated cells in the field of view at 1PE and 2PE (Figure 3C right) .
We compared the efficacy of alloswitch to photoinduce mGlu 5 -dependent Ca 2+ oscillations at 1PE or 2PE relative to the endogenous activity of the receptor (expressed as oscillatory frequency of cells in response to agonist alone, Figure 3D left), and we found that 2PE produced oscillatory response frequencies that were 76 ± 11% of those induced by the agonist, and 53% of those induced by 1PE. Note that the oscillatory activity in response to 1PE of alloswitch was higher than in response to the applied agonist alone, as previously reported 16 . Individual cells displaying oscillatory responses to both 1PE and 2PE allowed us to compare the fraction of mGlu 5 receptors photoactivated by 1PE and 2PE, being the number of expressed receptors and signal transduction machinery unchanged for a given cell within the time course of our experiments. We found that the frequency of oscillations with 2PE of alloswitch was 48 ± 4% of that obtained with 1PE in the same cell (Figure 3D right) , which suggests that about half the receptors are recruited in the small 2PE volume compared to 1PE of the entire cell.
Silenced receptors are rescued by 2PE of alloswitch with axial-plane selectivity in a cell monolayer.
An advantage of 2PE over 1PE is that the former reduces out-of-focus excitation in the axial direction by orders of magnitude, restricting to micrometric volumes the excitation of molecules 23 . This is well established in the case of fluorescent molecules, but it remains unexplored for photoswitchable compounds 15, 26, 27 . Here, we asked whether alloswitch could be photoisomerized to its non-antagonizing cis isomer with axial precision, despite diffusion of the inhibiting trans isomer from outside the 2PE volume. To answer this question, we co-expressed mGlu 5 Figure S4E ). We further quantified the frequency, oscillation number, onset time (delay) and duration of the Ca 2+ responses, and found that 2PE at the cell plane elicited slightly lower frequencies, fewer oscillations, and longer delay than 1PE, whereas response duration was similar for 2PE and 1PE (Figure 4E ; see statistics in Figure S4F ).
Together, these results demonstrate that mGlu 5 photoactivation in a volume restricted by 2PE of alloswitch is possible despite diffusion of inhibiting trans isomers into the 2PE volume. The axial resolution in our experimental conditions allows selective activation of mGlu 5 signaling within 10 µm of the target receptors. The fact that the basal cell surface in contact with the glass coverslip (0 µm) can be photoactivated more efficiently than the apical side exposed to the bath (10 µm) suggests that more receptors are photorescued at the basal side, probably because its flat shape matches better the 2PE plane than the curved contour of the apical side.
Alloswitch can be used for functional silencing and light-induced rescue of mGlu 5 receptors in acute rodent brain slices.
To test whether alloswitch can photocontrol endogenous mGlu 5 receptors expressed by both neurons and astrocytes in intact neural tissue, we set up photoswitching experiments in acute rodent brain slices while monitoring activity in both cell types using the Ca 2+ -sensitive dye OGB-1 (Figure 5A-B ). We used rat pups (postnatal days 6-15) due to the high expression of mGlu 5 receptors in neonatal ( Figure S6A ) compared to adults brain tissue 39 , and we targeted hippocampal CA1 region because of the documented mGlu 5 receptor expression in this brain area 40 . We used a glass micropipette placed on top of the field of view for local delivery of the mGlu 1 /mGlu 5 agonist DHPG by pressure-ejection ( Figure 5B) . The circulating bath contained LY367385 to antagonize mGlu 1 responses, and tetrodotoxin (TTX) to prevent propagation of responses to neighboring neurons. Photostimulation of alloswitch and fluorescence imaging of OGB-1 were performed using the inverted confocal microscope setup described above (see Figure S5A than observed prior to alloswitch application ( Figure 5E ).
Efficacy of 2PE of alloswitch is 30% of 1PE to rescue silenced mGlu 5 receptors in brain slices.
We next aimed to constrain mGlu 5 activation to the focal plane using 2PE in acute brain slices. We performed Ca 2+ imaging experiments with LY367385, TTX, and alloswitch in the bath (Figure 6A) . The same cells were sequentially stimulated with DHPG before, during 2PE and 1PE of alloswitch, and after illumination, as shown in the example traces of Figure 6B and Movie S4 (see also Figure S5 for control experiments without alloswitch). 2PE successfully induced Ca 2+ responses in 25% of cells in the imaged region compared to 76% of responses with 1PE; in addition, mGlu 5 events triggered by 2PE displayed 15% lower peak amplitude ( Figure 6C ) and were shorter than 1PE, suggesting a confined photoisomerization of alloswitch and limited number of recruited receptors under 2PE.
In control experiments, photostimulation periods in naïve slices (no alloswitch, no agonist ejection; see Figure S5C ) had no effect on cytosolic Ca 2+ . The efficacy of 2PE compared to 1PE of alloswitch in brain slices is in line with that observed in cultured cells (Figure 3 ), suggesting that diffusion of alloswitch isomers in brain tissue is not a limiting factor in photocontrolling mGlu 5 receptor responses.
Axial resolution to activate neurons and astrocytes in brain slices by 2PE of alloswitch is below 10 µm.
Although the relevant parameter to evaluate the advantages of 2PE is the axial resolution achieved with a given compound, this value has not been determined for any of the previously reported azobenzene photoswitches, neither tethered 26, 27 nor freely diffusible 15 . In order to calculate the axial resolution of 2PE of alloswitch in brain slices, we recorded the responses of cells in one plane (OGB-1 fluorescence, z img ) and compared the effect of photostimulation of alloswitch at five axial positions (z stim ) within 15 µm above and below the imaging plane ( Figure 7A) . Additionally, the astrocytic marker sulforhodamine 101 (SR101, magenta in Figure 7B ) was included in the ejection pipette to identify responding cells as astrocytes or neurons (only labeled with OGB-1, green in Figure 7B ).
We first quantified photoresponses of all neurons and astrocytes. 1PE produced Ca 2+ responses in the imaging plane regardless of the position of photostimulation plane (Figure 7C right) , in agreement with the results observed in cell culture (Figure 4) . By contrast, 2PE responses were observed mostly when photostimulation was performed on the imaging plane ('0 µm' label in Figure 7C left), indicating that mGlu 5 receptors silenced with trans-alloswitch (see Figure   S7 ) were selectively rescued by photoisomerizing alloswitch to the cis form in a confined region in the axial direction.
The Ca 2+ responses to 1PE and 2PE were quantified as a function of the axial distance in two ways. First, the response amplitude expressed as relative change in fluorescence (%dF/F) was around 30% and did not change significantly with the distance for 1PE, whereas it showed a maximum of 20% at 0 µm for 2PE ( Figure 7D ). Fitting 2PE data to a Gaussian function yielded a full-width half maximum (FWHM, axial resolution; see Methods 6.4 for details) of 5.4 ± 0 µm. Second, the percentage of cells displaying photoresponses was approximately 60% at any axial distance for 1PE, whereas 2PE responses were maximal at 0 µm (40% of cells, Figure 7E ) and the FWHM of this Gaussian distribution was 10.3 ± 2.3 µm.
Co-labeling with SR101 indicated that about half of the cells (52%) responding to 1PE of alloswitch were astrocytes ( Figure S6B-D) , supporting the use of alloswitch as a versatile tool to photocontrol different cell types in intact brain tissue. Cells responding to 2PE included a higher fraction of astrocytes (63%) but no differences between astrocytes and neurons were observed in the amplitude or time course of 1PE or 2PE responses in our experimental conditions (see example traces in Figure S6C ).
Discussion
Existing strategies to elucidate protein function include genetic or pharmacological manipulations, however both show several limitations. In first place, genetic targeting is usually aimed at either ablate protein expression via antisense oligonucleotides, or disrupt the gene encoding for the protein under study, either in the whole organism in knock-outs or at specific ages, tissues and cell types in conditional knock-outs. All experimental observations based on these approaches rely on the indirect effects derived from receptor absence, which are wider and less specific than the direct effects of receptor activation/inhibition. Recent advances in these fields have raised concerns about the mechanisms enabled by genetically modified organisms to compensate for or adapt to protein loss 41 , and how such compensatory mechanisms influence the outcomes of experimental observations is largely underestimated 42 .
In second place, pharmacological blockade of protein function is a fast, simple and flexible methodology that is routinely used to manipulate receptor activity without altering genes or protein levels. Although continued efforts in drug development are filling the gaps in the availability of potent and receptor-selective ligands, pharmacological agents are still limited by the relatively slow time course of compound application, diffusion, and removal, reducing their experimental versatility 3 . Strategies to constrain the spatial and temporal functions of drugs include localized perfusion and fast delivery systems, and conjugation with macromolecules 43 . However, these methods fall short of the spatiotemporal scales relevant to neural function, such as the micrometric dimensions of dendritic spines and astrocytic processes, neuronal action potentials and astrocytic Ca 2+ signals lasting milliseconds to seconds. In contrast, photopharmacology allows control of drug activity at the spatiotemporal coordinates of the patterned illumination defined by the user. It encompasses a new class of diffusible ligands that are light-regulated and enable turning on and off the activity of endogenous receptors at physiological locations and time-scales.
Advanced imaging methods using patterned illumination by multiphoton microscopy with femtosecond pulsed lasers 23 enabled imaging the cortical activity in mice at millimeter depths 44 . Recent progress in 2PE techniques including scanless spatial light modulation and holographic patterning 45, 46 , as well as temporal focusing techniques 47 are currently being exploited for optogenetic stimulation [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] . However, applications to photopharmacology have been reported only in a few cases, and focused on molecular aspects rather than functional outcomes 15, 26, 27 .
To take advantage of the spatiotemporal control of light regulated drugs using 2PE ('two-photon pharmacology', 2PP)
we chose alloswitch, whose nanomolar activity and subtype selectivity make it especially suitable to manipulate endogenous receptors in intact neural tissue. Bath application of alloswitch immediately silenced mGlu 5 The efficiency of 2PE of alloswitch observed in our functional study using raster scanning ( Figure 3D ) suggests that the absorption and quantum yield of the molecule in the 2PE regime is higher than that of other azobenzene-based photoswitches 15, 26, 27 . This effect might be due to the favorable push-pull character of alloswitch molecules, but downstream amplification of the signal by G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) effector proteins cannot be ruled out 27 .
The proportion of cells in the field-of-view responding to 2PE compared to 1PE in brain slices (33%, Figure 6C top) is in line with that observed in cultured cells (36% at 0 µm, Figure 4D ). This suggests that diffusion of alloswitch isomers in the highly-packed brain tissue 54 is not a limiting factor to photocontrol mGlu 5 receptor responses, and that improving the in intact brain slices. Interestingly, using 1PE of alloswitch, Ca 2+ responses were recovered in a significantly higher fraction of cells in the field of view than those responding to DHPG in the absence of alloswitch ( Figure 5E) . Similar effects are observed in cell lines ( Figure 3D ) and have been previously reported 16, 28 . In brain slices, these results suggest that pharmacological silencing of mGlu 5 receptors followed by rapid photo-rescue in a physiological setting uncovers neglected features of receptor balancing in response to prolonged arrested signaling. Dedicated studies are required to investigate the relevance of this phenomenon.
The quantification of mGlu 5 responses yielded an axial resolution for 2PE of alloswitch in brain slices between 5 and 10 µm (either quantifying the response %dF/F or the number of responding cells in Figures 7D and 7E , respectively).
These values match well the average size of brain cell somata, and are comparable to those obtained using optogenetic tools (12.5 µm axial resolution with C1V1 channelrhodopsin; 55 ). In our wide-field, low-magnification fluorescence microscopy movies, fluorescence changes are observed mainly at the cell bodies (Movies S3-4). Although the presence of TTX in the bath guaranteed that the Ca 2+ activity was initiated by resident mGlu 5 receptors and not propagated, the resolution obtained with 2PE is still influenced by the spatial distribution of the cells expressing mGlu 5 in brain slices, and by the limited sensitivity of chemical dyes to measure Ca 2+ responses in cellular processes away from the soma. Imaging and photostimulation at higher magnifications than those used in the present study leave room to improve the spatial resolution of 2PP. For example, Ca 2+ in distal dendritic branches or peripheral astrocytic processes could be efficiently monitored using genetically-engineered Ca 2+ indicators (GECI), and mGlu 5 targeted using alloswitch molecules by first silencing receptors widely, and then selectively rescuing them by 2PE in micrometric volumes corresponding to single spines or individual astrocyte processes.
Alloswitch photoresponses observed in astrocytes and neurons (Figures 7B and S6 ) are in agreement with the reported expression of functional mGlu 5 in both cell types 39 . The slightly lower fraction of neurons (compared to astrocytes) that respond to 2PE compared to 1PE may be due their size and/or spread of astrocytic branches being larger than the volume effectively illuminated by 2PE, and is in accordance with the high complexity of Ca 2+ signals displayed by astrocytic compartments 56 . Further insights into mGlu 5 signaling in neurons and astrocytes could be drawn from higher magnification studies of brain activity with 2PP. For example, our raster-scanned, plane-selective activation of glial and neuronal mGlu 5 receptors in intact neural tissue could be enhanced using 2PE holography to achieve full threedimensional patterned control at the single cell or subcellular scales, and provide an unprecedented view over the spatial spread and time course of endogenous receptor signaling 57, 58 .
The robustness of mGlu 5 silencing and 2PE-rescue of responses by alloswitch is outstanding both in cultured cells and in brain slices (Figures 4 and 6) . Given the nanomolar potency of trans-alloswitch, its ability to completely silence mGlu 5 activity was not a matter of concern in any scenario. However, that particular property together with the expected partial efficacy of 2PE to convert trans-alloswitch to the cis form suggested that a large fraction of trans-alloswitch would remain in the focal volume, and that it would be surrounded by an even larger pool of trans isomers ready to flood that volume by diffusion. In this context, the fact that mGlu 5 -specific intracellular signaling can be elicited in the presence of alloswitch during periods of 2PE demonstrates that trans and cis alloswitch do not interfere with one another in these experiments. This could be due in part to limitations in the diffusion of trans-alloswitch into the 2PE volume. However, this explanation is unlikely because 2PE of alloswitch was also observed in cultured cells, where diffusion of molecules is not hindered by anatomical constraints as in neural tissue 54 . Another possibility is that mGlu 5 receptor-bound trans molecules could be photoconverted to cis inside the allosteric binding pocket of the protein, and if photoconversion (picoseconds) was faster than the kinetics of unbinding from the receptor (milliseconds or more; see 59, 60 ), then the 1 nm-wide entrance of the allosteric ligand binding site of mGlu 5 61 might hinder the exit of cis molecules and prevent trans molecules from entering and inhibiting the receptor. This hypothesis could be tested using FRET measurements of receptor conformational changes 62 combined with methods for rapid photoswitching 4 .
Caged compounds are another class of photopharmacological agents that can be activated using 2PE. Because irreversibly photoreleased molecules cannot be deactivated, their effect can only cease by diffusion in the surrounding medium (which is maximal when the 2PE volume is small) or by neurotransmitter removal via enzymatic hydrolysis and/or reuptake inside cells. In contrast, reversible photoswitches like alloswitch are in steady-state equilibrium between their active and inactive isomers. This equilibrium can be displaced in either direction by means of illumination or thermal relaxation. As the diffusion of molecules is constrained at the nanoscale in the synaptic cleft 54 , reversibility constitutes an important advantage of photoswitching compared to irreversible uncaging of ligands.
Signaling pathways involving mGlu 5 function govern important physiological processes whose mechanisms remain controversial due to the lack of suitable experimental tools to study them. The pharmacologically selective and spatiotemporally controlled activation of mGlu 5 in intact brain tissue that is demonstrated here will be useful to address several biological questions. For example, in the developing cortex, is glutamatergic signaling inducing specific spatiotemporal patterns of mGlu 5 activation that organize neurons and glia into functional networks 63, 64 ? After development, what patterns of mGlu 5 activation drive synaptic plasticity 65 , homeostatic scaling 66 , and regulation of basal transmission 67 ?
In addition, what are the roles played by the different mGlu 5 -expressing cell types of the hippocampus in the mechanism of mGluR-dependent long-term depression 68 ? How many spines, dendritic branches, or cells are involved in synaptic plasticity 69 ? Further increasing the resolution of photostimulation will allow studying how mGlu 5 receptors expressed on organelles (including nuclear membranes and other subcellular localizations; 70 ) contribute to the complexity of canonical and non-canonical signaling pathways activated downstream of mGlu 5 71 .
Thus, 2PP in physiologically relevant settings such as brain slices, or in anaesthetized and awake animals will be an invaluable tool to understand how neurotransmitter receptors of neurons and glia function in the intact brain.
Conclusions
We have demonstrated that photoswitchable allosteric modulators of mGlu 5 receptor activity (alloswitch and its analogs)
can be effectively photoisomerized using pulsed near-infrared lasers (2PE) in cultured cells and acute brain slices.
Combining potent and subtype-selective photopharmacology with 2PE allows us to silence and photo-rescue endogenous receptors rapidly and reversibly. We calculate the axial plane selectivity of 2PE of a photoswitchable ligand for the first time in brain slices (10 μm), and this value corresponds to the size of single neuronal and astrocytic somata.
Thus, photoswitchable ligands of endogenous receptors allow high-resolution two-photon pharmacology (2PP), despite diffusion in neural tissue. This method does not require any genetic manipulation, and is readily applicable to intact tissue. Its efficiency to induce mGlu 5 photoresponses indicates that the absorption and quantum yield of alloswitch in the 2PE regime is higher than that of other azobenzene-based photoswitches. All alloswitch analogs tested in this study were found to be 2PE-active, which should allow further optimization of their 2PE properties. In addition, the activation of neuronal and glial mGlu 5 receptors can be traced separately in intact tissue, which opens the way to study their distinct physiological roles with unprecedented spatiotemporal resolution and tissue depth. In this way, 2PP is a useful and versatile addition to the molecular toolbox to study neural function.
Methods

Diffusible photoswitches and other drugs
Freely-diffusible photoswitchable allosteric modulators of mGlu 5 receptors were obtained as previously described for alloswitch 16 and compounds 1c-d, 1j and 6 28 3.3 "All-2P" experiments workflow (2P-imaging of Fura-2 in mGlu 5 -eYFP cells)
Fura-2 loading
Cells expressing mGlu 5 ·eYFP were loaded with the Ca 2+ -indicator Fura-2 AM (10 µM, Thermo Fisher Scientific F1201) diluted in culture medium and 1% DMSO for 30 minutes in the cell incubator (37 °C and 5% CO 2 ), and then rinsed.
Identification of mGlu 5 -eYFP-expressing HEK cells
To double-check for mGlu 5 + cells, fluorescence images of the eYFP-tag on the receptor were acquired using the 514-nm line of the Argon laser or the pulsed laser set at 900 nm.
2P Ca 2+ -imaging using Fura-2
Fura-2 was excited with the pulsed laser at a frame rate of 0.2 Hz at NIR wavelengths (760, 780, 800, or 820 nm, see 4.3 Ca 2+ -imaging of acute brain slices using OGB-1
Bulk-loading of the Ca 2+ -indicator Oregon Green BAPTA-1 AM
A group of 4 slices was loaded with 20 µM OGB-1 (Life Technologies O6807) in oxygenated aCSF containing 0.04% (w/v) Pluronic F-127 (Sigma P2443) and 0.5% DMSO (Sigma 276855). Slices were loaded during 15 minutes at 30º, and for 10 more minutes at RT, and then returned to the holding chamber.
1P Ca 2+ -imaging in slices
For imaging, a slice was transferred into a 35-mm dish chamber (MatTek, P35G-1.0-14-C) along with a dish insert (Warner Instruments, RC-33DL) to allow perfusion with oxygenated aCSF (see The confocal pinhole was set to obtain optical sections of 6.182-17.5 µm.
Pressure-ejection of the mGlu 5 receptor agonist in slices
Micropipettes with a tip resistance of 3-6 MW were prepared from 1. Pipettes were held with a micromanipulator (Narishige MN-153) off the microscope stage, and placed in contact with the slice surface on top of the field of view in a shadow-guided manner using transmitted light. Agonist ejection was initiated manually using a pressure-ejection system (Eppendorf FemtoJet, VWR) set at 500-800 hPa during 1 s.
Identification of SR101 + -cells
SR101 + -cells were visualized at 561 nm with the Argon laser to confirm ejection site and identify cell types.
Photostimulation of diffusible photoswitches 5.1 Bath-application of compounds
In cultured cells, agonist (3 µM quisqualate, Sigma-Aldrich Q2128) and photoswitches (1 µM from 1 mM stocks in DMSO; total DMSO was 0.1%) were supplemented as described previously 16 . In brief, compounds were added manually during image acquisition in the recording chamber by thoroughly pipetting a small volume to assure a good mixing of the solutions. In slices, recirculating aCSF+LY/TTX was replaced with oxygenated aCSF+LY/TTX containing 10 µM alloswitch (in 0.02% DMSO) to block responses of cells to puffing of the mGlu 5 agonist. Alloswitches were incubated for at least 7 minutes in both culture and slice experiments to allow silencing of mGlu 5 receptors before photostimulation.
Photostimulation
Photostimulation at 1PE or 2PE was achieved by raster-scanning the field-of-view with the corresponding lasers, executed through the same light path used for Ca 2+ -imaging. To do this, raster-scans for photostimulation were interleaved between two consecutive image acquisitions (= imaging cycle) of either Fura-2, GCaMP6s, or OGB-1.
Photostimulation scans were repeated consecutively 13 and 10 times per imaging cycle in Fura-2-loaded and GCaMP6s-expressing cells, respectively, and 1 to 3 times per imaging cycle in slices. Image and pixel size, and pixel dwell time for photostimulation were the same as for imaging (see section Methods 2 and diagrams in Figures S1, S4-5 and S7). Adjustments to the frame rate were introduced by the imaging software to accommodate for hardware changes occurring during video recordings (i.e. switching light wavelength and power, and stage or objective 
1PE:
One-photon excitation (1PE) was accomplished using the 405 nm diode laser set at 2 µW in GCaMP6s-HEK cells, and 58-98 µW in slices (power measured after objective lens).
2PE:
The light source for two-photon excitation (2PE) was the pulsed IR laser MaiTai Wide Band tuned at 780 nm, unless otherwise indicated. Laser power was adjusted to be 12 mW on sample in experiments with Fura-2-loaded cells, 20 mW for GCaMP6s-expressing cells, and 25 mW for slices (powers measured after objective lens using a thermal-head power sensor; L30A-V1, Ophir Photonics). Note that in experiments where 2PE of compounds was combined with 2Pimaging of Fura-2, the software used for imaging and photostimulation arbitrarily increased the light intensity set for the imaging scans, which resulted in increased fluorescence of the sample, but did not correspond to a real change in intracellular Ca 2+ , and neither masked the photostimulated Ca 2+ -oscillations (as illustrated in Figure S1D-E) . This increase in baseline fluorescence was not post-hoc corrected in any of the cell traces shown.
Photostimulation at axial distances other than the focal plane
In experiments with cultured cells, photostimulation at varying axial distances was achieved by moving the motorized stage downwards, thus shifting the focal plane for 1PE or 2PE above the cells and inside the bath containing the photoswitches. For slice experiments, the presence of the ejection pipette prohibited any stage movement, thus photostimulation at axial distances above and below the imaging plane was achieved by moving the objective in either direction. Image settings and light powers were as already detailed above.
Image analysis and statistics
Acquired image sequences were stored in the Leica image format and used to extract exact times of image acquisitions in comma-separated values (.csv), and image stacks for offline analysis with ImageJ software (NIH release: Nov 2013). corresponding to the peak amplitude of the Ca 2+ response). These values were used to calculate the delay for the appearance of the first peak from the photostimulation onset (delay), the time between first and last peak (duration) and their average frequency (= # oscillations/duration). After all responding cells had been assigned a delay time and oscillatory frequency, we loaded the eYFP channel images to cross-check for transfected cells. No responding cells were found to lack mGlu 5 -eYFP expression.
Analysis of Fura-2 fluorescence and 2PE in cultured cells
Analysis of GCaMP6s-fluorecence and 1PE/2PE in cultured cells
Cell profile and fluorescence intensities were obtained as described in the previous section (Methods (Figures 7 and S7C) , cells that were insensitive to either DHPG or alloswitch-1 (Figure S7B) were excluded from further analysis. All cells responded to 1PE regardless of the focal plane, and 66 ± 3% of them displayed an oscillatory behavior. With 2PE at the focal plane (0 µm) photoactive cells were 73.0 ± 0.3%, and oscillating cells were 24 ± 4% (36% of the cells found to oscillate at 1PE). When 2PE was applied at 10 µm above the focal plane, 17 ± 6% cells were photoactive. 2PE induced no oscillations when performed at axial distances of 10 or 30 µm. Percentages were calculated relative to the total number of cells found to respond to 1PE at the focal plane (0 µm). n = 67 cells from 2 independent experiments.
See full dataset in Figure S4E .
E The oscillatory behavior of cells photoactivated at 1PE or 2PE and different axial distances was quantified by measuring the frequency and total number of calcium oscillations, time at which the first oscillation occurred after begin of illumination (delay), and overall duration of the oscillatory behavior (duration). The frequency of Ca 2+ -oscillations when photoactivating at 2PE at the focal plane was lower than at 1PE (0.018 ± 0.001 Hz and 0.025 ± 0.001 Hz respectively, p < 0.01). The maximum number of oscillations achieved at 2PE at the focal plane was also lower than at Figure S1 (related 2P-imaging of Fura-2 in Figures 1-2 of main text was performed in the single-wavelength (non-ratiometric) modality, to accommodate faster rates for imaging of the Ca 2+ indicator and coincident photostimulation of the compounds at 2P. Left: Cultured HEK cells expressing mGlu 5 -eYFP receptors (yellow) and loaded with the ratiometric Ca 2+ indicator Fura-2 AM (magenta). Numbers in parenthesis indicate wavelengths used for Fura-2 and eYFP excitation with pulsed and continuous-wave lasers, respectively. Arrowhead points at cell whose Ca 2+ trace is shown in B. Scale bar is 50 µm. Center: Fura-2 was excited with the pulsed laser at different NIR wavelengths (760 to 820, in 20 nm steps) and a frame rate of 0.2 Hz. 2PE imaging wavelengths approximately correspond to 380-410 nm of 1PE imaging of Fura-2 with continuous-wave lasers. Therefore, increases in intracellular Ca 2+ induced by bath-application of agonist (quisqualate, 3 µM) in cultured cells expressing mGlu 5 are detected as decreases in Fura-2 fluorescence, consistent with its fluorescence emission at 380 nm (red arrow in right panel). Right: UV-vis spectra of Fura-2 excited at wavelengths indicated by horizontal axis, and in presence of increasing concentrations of free Ca 2+ (modified from leicamicrosystems.com). Red arrow illustrates direction of changes in Fura-2 fluorescence upon increases in free Ca 2+ when the indicator is excited at 380 nm.
Supplemental Figures
Panel B: Silencing of mGlu 5 receptors using alloswitch in "all-2P experiments".
Ca 2+ trace in a cultured cell expressing mGlu 5 and loaded with Fura-2 (excited with the pulsed laser at 780 nm, frame rate 0.2 Hz). Bath-application of agonist (quisqualate, 3 µM) at time indicated by blue arrowhead induces intracellular Ca 2+ signaling (downward shift in 780 nm excited fluorescence of Fura-2), which is reverted to baseline after addition of alloswitch (1 µM, black arrowhead). Figures 1-2) and increased baseline fluorescence of samples during photostimulation.
Panels C-E: "all-2P experiments" schematics (
Panel C: Schematics of the imaging-photostimulation setup for "all-2P experiments" (shown in Figures 1-2 of main text). Imaging of Fura-2 at 2PE is interleaved with photostimulations of alloswitches at 2PE, and performed at the same wavelength but different power values of the pulsed laser, by raster-scanning with an inverted confocal microscope. For 2PE imaging of Fura-2, low-power (3 mW) and slow frame rates (0.2 Hz) are used, whereas photostimulation of alloswitches is achieved by consecutive raster scans at the same wavelength (Dl = 760, 780, 800, or 820 nm) but high power (12 mW) and maximum frame rate. The top trace is an example of a Ca 2+ imaging session in cultured cells, and zoom-in of the first part of the trace shows sequential imaging scans for visualization of Ca 2+ dynamics through 2Pimaging of Fura-2. Zoom-in of the photostimulation period (red box) indicates that photostimulation was accomplished by 13 sequential scans at maximum speed and was followed by one imaging scan at the same wavelength but low power; this cycle of "photostimulation+imaging" was repeated 36 times for calculation of oscillatory frequencies during photostimulation. Laser power during imaging scans was set to minimal values allowing satisfactory visualization of Fura-2 (~3 mW on sample for all wavelengths used), with the rationale of minimizing unwanted 2PE of alloswitch molecules due to imaging of Fura-2.
Panels D-E:
In "all-2P experiments", steady increases in the basal fluorescence of all samples were observed during photostimulation periods (light-red boxes). These increases reflected increased basal fluorescence of the sample rather than real decreases in intracellular Ca 2+ , and were due to an arbitrarily increased light power of imaging scans during photostimulation done by the microscope software (see Methods 5.2.2 for details). To verify this, low-power (3 mW) scans for 2P-imaging of Fura-2 in cultured HEK cells (D) or for visualization of a fluorescent plastic slide by Chroma (E) were combined with mock high-power (20 mW) 2PE scans during photostimulation periods. Importantly, the increased fluorescence during photostimulation was compatible with the detection of Ca 2+ oscillations, as illustrated in panel D. These increases in baseline fluorescence were not post-hoc corrected in any of the cell traces shown throughout the paper. Agonist for mGlu 5 In brief, Fura-2 fluorescence was used to monitor Ca 2+ oscillations in cultured HEK cells expressing mGlu 5 -eYFP receptors. Oscillations were photoinduced by 2PE (13 scans, 12 mW laser power) of alloswitch (1 µM) in bath along with agonist (quisqualate, 3 µM) at wavelengths indicated by horizontal axis.
Graphs illustrate functional efficiency of alloswitch isomerization at 2PE, expressed as the frequency of photoinduced Ca 2+ oscillations (A), duration of the oscillatory behavior (B), time for onset of first Ca 2+ peak after photostimulation start (delay, C), and average number of oscillations counted during 2PE (# oscillations, D). Data represented as mean ± s.e.m., n = 4-95 cells. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, **** p < 0.0001, using Dunn's multiple comparison test after the Kruskal-Wallis test. Schematics of imaging-photostimulation setup for "all-2P experiments" can be found in Figure S1C .
Compounds 1c-d, 1j, 6 are alloswitch analogs used for "all-2P experiments" other than alloswitch (names correspond to compounds published in Gómez-Santacana et al., 2017; parent alloswitch structure is shown in Figure 1 of main text). Compound structures are shown, along with example traces of 2PE at wavelengths indicated above trace boxes. Traces show changes in Fura-2 fluorescence (dF/F) in mGlu 5 -eYFP expressing HEK cells, supplemented with agonist (quisqualate, 3 µM) and alloswitch analogs (1 µM) prior to experiment (except for compound 6 where additions are indicated by grey and black arrows, respectively).
Compounds were selected based on structural variations aimed at improving the performance of alloswitch at 2PE. In particular, we focused on replacing the 2-chlorophenyl group of alloswitch with an aliphatic amide (1d) or stronger electron acceptors (benzophenone in 1c, pyridine in 1j, urea and 2-flurobenzene in 6), thus increasing internal charge transfer upon electron excitation (push-pull character) of the phenylazopyridine, and, as such, two-photon absorption 1 . Consistent with an increased push-pull character, compounds 1d and 6 display, respectively, improved potency and red-shifted spectrum compared to alloswitch 2 . Effective photoisomerization during 2PE at indicated wavelengths was observed for all alloswitch analogs tested except compound 6, that failed to silence Ca 2+ oscillations induced by agonist at the concentration used (1 µM) and no inferences about his 2PE character were possible. Extensive wavelengthdependence characterization (as performed for the parent molecule in Figure 2 of main text) is required to determine relative performance of alloswitch analogs at 2PE. Figure S4 (related to Figures 3 and 4 3 and 4 ).
): Panels A-D: Schematics of photostimulation experiments at different axial distances in cultured cells (Figures
Panel A: Schematics of setup used to combine imaging of intracellular Ca 2+ (green) with 1PE or 2PE photostimulation (orange) of alloswitches, by raster-scanning with an inverted confocal microscope. The top trace corresponds to a Ca 2+ imaging session in cultured cells, and zoom-in of the first part of the trace shows sequential imaging scans for visualization of Ca 2+ through GCaMP6s fluorescence. Zoom-in of the photostimulation period (light orange box) indicates that photostimulation was accomplished by 10 scans at maximum speed followed by one imaging scan, and this cycle photostimulation-imaging was repeated 60 times. The 10 photostimulation scans were done at one axial position (Dz = 30, 10 or 0 µm) above the imaging plane (z = 0). Details of scanning and laser settings, as well as axial positions are listed on the right. Figure 4, panel D) .
Panel E: Average number of cells photoactive or oscillating at 1PE and 2PE, and different axial positions of photostimulation (related to cell percentages presented in
In brief, changes in intracellular Ca 2+ were monitored by imaging GCaMP6s in the presence of mGlu 5 agonist (quisqualate, 3 µM) and alloswitch (1 µM), and in the absence or presence of photostimulation of alloswitch at 1PE (violet boxes; 405 nm, 2 µW, repetition rate 0.17 Hz) or 2PE (red boxes; 780 nm, 20 mW, repetition rate 0.12 Hz) performed at axial distances indicated by horizontal axes.
Photoactive cells (top) comprise cells responding to photostimulation with Ca 2+ oscillations (oscillating cells, bottom)
or with other types of intracellular Ca 2+ events (examples of cells photoactive under 2PE but not oscillating can be viewed in panel D). Ca 2+ events observed were either steady Ca 2+ increases or peak-and-plateau responses. Cell classification was conducted as detailed in Methods, Section 6.2. The relative abundance of Ca 2+ responses other than oscillations in cultured cells is not surprising, given the different amounts of receptor and G-protein subunit expression have been previously demonstrate to alter the phenotype of intracellular Ca 2+ events in response to activation of mGlu 5 receptors 3, 4 . The total number of cells responsive to 1PE at the imaging plane ('1PE, 0 µm', top) was used to calculate the percentage of photoactive and oscillating cells shown in Figure 4 , panel D of main text. Data are average number of cells for each condition; n = 67 cells from 2 independent experiments. Figure 4 , panel E of main text).
Panel F: Full datasets and statistics for photoactivation experiments at 1PE or 2PE and different axial distances in cultured cells (shown in
Briefly, cultured HEK cells co-expressing mGlu 5 receptors and GCaMP6s for Ca 2+ recordings were imaged as detailed in Figure 4 . The oscillatory behavior in response to agonist (quisqualate, 3 µM) was monitored during silencing of receptors with alloswitch (1 µM) and coincident photoactivation at 1PE (violet) or 2PE (red) done at different axial distances (indicated in horizontal axes) from the cell imaging plane (0 µm). Photoactivation is quantified as frequency and total number of calcium oscillations, time for the peak of the first oscillation observed after light onset (delay), and overall duration of the oscillatory behavior (duration).
Lines and error bars represent mean ± s.e.m. plotted above individual cells (empty circles). * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, **** p < 0.0001, using Dunn's correction for multiple comparisons after the Kruskal-Wallis test. D'Agostino and Pearson omnibus normality test was significant only for the dataset '2PE, 0 µm' in all variables measured except for the delay. For 1PE conditions, n = 45 from 2 independent experiments; for 2PE, n = 27 from 3 independent experiments. Percentage of cells in naïve slices obtained from animals of different ages (P6-P15) responding to local puffing of mGlu 5 agonist (DHPG, 1 mM; 500-800 hPa, 1 s). Exploratory experiments were performed at indicated ages to identify optimal experimental conditions; P8-P9 rats were selected for further experiments because of optimal OGB-1 labeling (in our hands, labeling was poorer after P10). The increased number in labeled cells could also be due to better survival of cells after sectioning at these ages, which might account for the relatively constant number of responding cells across ages. Figure 7 of the main text (n=114 cells from 3 animals). For 2PE, 63 ± 15% of the responding cells were SR101 + and for 1PE, 53 ± 14% (Unpaired t-test, p=0.633).
Panels B-D: Proportion of SR101 + cells photoactivated in hippocampal CA1
Panel C:
Example traces of SR101 + cell and SR101 cell during 2PE (red boxes) and 1PE (violet boxes) are presented as changes in OGB fluorescence (dF/F) over time. Agonist (blue arrowheads, 1 mM DHPG) was locally ejected at 500 hPa during 1 second. The average amplitude of calcium responses (n = 114 cells, 3 animals) was slightly higher (p = 0.035, unpaired t-test) in astrocytes (SR101 + ) compared to neurons (SR101 -) during photoactivation of alloswitch at 1PE but not 2PE (p = 0.091, unpaired t-test), probably reflecting a more extended volumetric spread of astrocytes compared to neurons.
Panel D: Cells in stratum radiatum labeled with OGB-1 (left), astrocytic marker SR101(middle), and the two channels merged (right). One photoactivated SR101 + (white arrowhead) and one SR101 -(empty arrowhead) cell are indicated. Scale bar is 50 µm. Panel C: Ca 2+ responses of Cell 7 and Cell 21 from A during 2PE (red) and 1PE (violet) at different axial distances (from the top, z stim = +15, +7, 0 ,-7, -15 µm) show a reversible control of mGlu 5 -mediated response by photoswitching, which is axially restricted for 2PE but not for 1PE.
